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CAST OF CHARACTERS (in order of appearance)

Comet  
Carol Anotinette

Prix  
Elyssa Blanks

Angel  
Gabriela Ortega

Malika  
Cherie Carter

Jerome  
Gianni Coleman

Mother  
Julissa Merius

Cat  
Kari Lawson

Officer Dray  
Cherie Carter

Shondra  
Julissa Merius

Fuego  
Tallulah Winston

Counselor  
Jasmine Hayden

Denise  
Sara Molinar

Socks  
Jasmine Hayden

Pepper  
Natalie Galdamez

Girl  
Ashley Maimes

Jupiter  
Carol Anotinette

Jo  
Ashley Maimes

Jo’s Friend  
Tallulah Winston


PLACE:  Bronx, New York.

There will be no intermission.

WARNING  Please be advised that this production contains adult language and themes, smoking of herbal cigarettes, and staged violence and abuse of sexual nature.

PRODUCTION STAFF
Hair & Make-up Design  Holly Victoria  |  Vocal Coach  Kathleen S. Dunn-Muzingo
Fight Choreography  Edgar Landa  |  Scenic Artist  Stephanie Nimick
Scenic Design PA  Anhthu Kieu  |  Lighting Design PA  Abby Light
Pianist  Kari Lawson  |  Crew  Ashley Murphy, Sarah Rosenthal, Michael Yapujian, Layla Shahabi, Larson Emisssee
DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Imagine a world where, as a child, you feel that anything is possible.

Imagine a world, as a child, you discover that possibility is compromised.

Imagine a world, as a child, your dreams of the future turn into the nightmares of today.

Imagine a world, as an adult, you discover that you are a product of your environment.

Imagine a world, as an adult, you discover that you are entrapped in an institutionalized cycle of oppression, an institutionalized cycle of violence and abuse.

Imagine a world, as an adult, where you stop breathing, suffocating by the circumstances of your life because there is no escape, and you see no exit, no way out.

Imagine a world, as an adult, you see a rainbow in your clouds.

Imagine a world, as an adult, you see that your identity is not limited to and defined by what has happened to you.

Imagine a world, as an adult, you are able to “right” your own definition of who you are and shed the skin of what the world told you, that you are, or should be.

Imagine, the power of your imagination is the escape, is the exit, the breath and the boom, that will lead you wherever you want to go.
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## ABOUT THE SCHOOL

Located in Los Angeles, a city synonymous with artistic innovation and excellence, the top-ranked USC School of Dramatic Arts is a leader in dramatic arts education. The School uniquely blends artistic training in a conservatory environment with world-class faculty artists and the full academic experience found only within a major research university. This close-knit, supportive environment offers students the freedom to explore their artistic passions. Through programs of the highest caliber, as well as initiatives that provide access to professional experience, students are prepared for leadership in every facet of dramatic arts. For more information, please visit [dramaticarts.usc.edu](http://dramaticarts.usc.edu).
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TICKET PRICES
General $10, Seniors or Faculty/Staff $8, Students $5
MUSICALS: General $15, Seniors or Faculty/Staff $10, Students $6
PERFORMANCES
Thurs & Fri at 7 p.m., Sat at 2:30 & 8 p.m.
and Sun at 2:30 p.m. (Unless noted otherwise)
For more information about our shows, visit dramaticarts.usc.edu

Rumors
By Neil Simon
Directed by Edward Edwards
SDT Oct 1–4, 2015

Love and Information
By Caryl Churchill
Directed by Paul Backer
MT Oct 1–4, 2015

Mansfield Park
By Willis Hall
Adapted from the novel by Jane Austen
Directed by Jeremy Skidmore
BT Oct 8–11, 2015

The Quick-Change Room
By Nagle Jackson
Directed by Robert Bailey
SDT Oct 22–25, 2015

Ring Round the Moon
By Jean Anouilh
Adapted by Christopher Fry
Directed by Stephanie Shroyer
MT Oct 29–Nov 1, 2015

You Can't Take It With You
By George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart
Directed by Gigi Bermingham
BT Nov 5–8, 2015

Marisol
By José Rivera
Directed by Denise Blasor
MT Nov 19–22, 2015

La Ronde
By Arthur Schnitzler
Translated by Carl Mueller
Directed by Cameron Watson
SDT Nov 19–22, 2015

MFA Acting Repertory
SDT Feb 6–Mar 6, 2016

Threepenny Opera
Book and Lyrics by Bertolt Brecht
Music by Kurt Weill
English adaptation by Marc Blitzstein
Directed by Andrew J. Robinson

Twilight: Los Angeles, 1992
By Anna Deavere Smith
Directed by Gregg T. Daniel

The Oresteia Project
Written by David Bridel and the MFA Acting Class of 2016
Inspired by Aeschylus’ Oresteia
Directed by David Bridel
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Translated by Richard Wilbur
Directed by Michael Michetti
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Directed by Debbie McMahon
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Directed by John DeMita
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A Little Night Music
Music and Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Book by Hugh Wheeler
Orchestrations by Jonathan Tunick
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BFA Sophomore Shows
The Rimers of Eldritch
By Lanford Wilson
Directed by Jack Rowe
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Book of Days
By Lanford Wilson
Directed by Paul Backer
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Breath, Boom
By Kia Corthron
Directed by Anita Dashiell-Sparks
SDT Apr 21–24, 2016

New Works Festivals
YEAR 1 New Play Readings
Parkside 1016
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YEAR 2 Playwrights Workshop
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YEAR 3 Play Project
MT May 1, 2016

ALUMNI
Greenhouse at The Playhouse
Carrie Hamilton Theatre
at The Pasadena Playhouse
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BT = Bing Theatre
MT = McClintock Theatre
MS = Massman Theatre
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